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This study investigated the preparation of copper–indium bimetallic nanoparticles through the borohydride
reduction in an alcohol solution for application in ink-coating and sputtering target materials. Copper, indium
metal and copper–indium intermetallic materials were synthesized by reacting CuCl2 and InCl3 with NaBH4 in
2-propanol (IPA) and tetraethylene glycol (TEG) at room temperature. The Cu–In samples contained Cu2In
and CuIn phases with particle sizes of 10–100 nm and 30–200 nm in both the IPA and TEG solutions,
respectively. The nanoparticulate Cu–In precursor layer was coated onto a soda-lime glass through spin-
casting, where the Cu–In intermetallic phases of Cu2In and Cu11In9 were produced through heat treatment in
Ar gas and a microstructured CuInSe2 layer was produced in a selenium atmosphere. Cu, In, Cu–In
intermetallic nanoparticles and the films were characterized using powder X-ray diffraction, scanning
electron microscopy, and energy-dispersive X-ray analyses.
+82 31 290 7075.
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1. Introduction

The chalcopyrite semiconductor, CuInSe2 (CIS), and related
quaternary compounds have emerged as promising light absorber
layer materials in the large-scale production of low-cost, high-
efficiency solar cell devices, and several techniques have been
developed for the film and crystal growth of CIS [1–4]. Especially, a
two-stage process, which includes (i) the preparation of a Cu–In
metallic precursor film, and (ii) the selenization of the precursor film
at a high temperature, is a promising technique for the deposition of
large-scale CIS films [3,4]. Although Cu–In nanoparticles are favorable
materials for the preparation of these metallic precursor films, Cu–In
thin film phases have usually been synthesized using vacuum
deposition processes, such as sputtering and co-evaporation [5–10],
which require high manufacturing costs.

Cu–In compounds can be synthesized through physical and
chemical methods, and one of the representative physical methods
is a melt atomization technique that was reported by Norsworthy et
al. [11] This method was used to obtain a solar cell conversion
efficiency of 10.5% through paste-coating. However, this approach
requires a high-temperature over 900 °C under a hydrogen atmo-
sphere and produces large, non-uniform Cu–In metal powders.

An alternative method for producing Cu–In nanoparticles is a
chemical reduction that is the most common process for the
synthesizing of homogeneous and nano-sized metallic powders
with low-cost, fast and mild solution conditions. This chemical
reduction requires the use of reducing agents and surfactants in
order to protect the surfaces of the metal particles. While several
reports have demonstrated the synthesis of copper and indium
monometallic nanoparticles using chemical methods [12–20], no
reports have described the low-cost synthesis of Cu–In bimetallic
nanoparticles using the chemical reduction method for the growth of
a CIS-type absorber layer for thin film solar cell applications. This
work presented a systematic synthesis method for Cu–In intermetallic
nanoparticles through the borohydride reduction in a solution at
room temperature under an ambient pressure.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Materials

Copper (II) chloride (Aldrich, 97%), indium (III) chloride (Aldrich,
98%), sodium borohydride (Aldrich, 98%), 2-propanol anhydrous
(Aldrich, 99.5%), and tetraethylene glycol (Aldrich, 99%) were used as
received without any further purification.

2.2. Preparation of metallic nanoparticles

All of the procedures were carried out at room temperature under
an ambient atmosphere. Copper, indium, and the Cu–In compounds
were prepared by reacting CuCl2 and InCl3 with NaBH4. In a typical
experimental procedure to produce copper, indium and Cu–In
compounds, 2-propanol (IPA) or tetraethylene glycol (TEG) solutions
of CuCl2, InCl3 and CuCl2/InCl3 mixtures, respectively, were added
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Fig. 2. SEM images for the (a) indium and (b) copper samples in TEG.
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dropwise to a NaBH4 IPA or TEG solution. To optimize the product,
some reactions were carried out by adding the NaBH4 solution
dropwise to the CuCl3 and InCl3 solutions. The dropping rates were
adjusted to 0.3 ml/min, 0.6 ml/min and 1.2 ml/min. The precipitates
were isolated through centrifugation and washed with distilled water
and ethanol in order to remove any by-products such as NaCl. Then
the product was dried in a vacuum desiccator for 6 h at room
temperature. The NaBH4 solution was freshly prepared and an excess
amount of NaBH4 was used to ensure that the reducing power was
high enough.

2.3. Nanoparticle film deposition

About 1 g of the prepared Cu–In precipitate was dispersed in 3 g of
ethanol. Then the colloid was deposited onto a soda-lime glass
substrate through drop casting and dried at room temperature. The
film was heated in a tubular furnace at 550 °C for 60 min. Solid
selenium pellets were used for the selenium atmosphere.

2.4. Characterization and analysis

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) was measured using a Rigaku D/
MAX-2000 Ultima that was operated at 40 kV and 30 mA with Cu Kα
radiation (λ=0.15418 nm). The scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
observations and energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) were per-
formed using a Philips XL30 ESEM that was equipped with an EDAX
Phoenix at 30 kV. The high resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HR-TEM) images were taken on a JEOL 300 kV (JEOL Ltd. Japan).

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows the XRD patterns for the precipitates that were
prepared through the addition of indium (and copper) to the NaBH4

solution in IPA and TEG, respectively. In the TEG solution, the indium
ions were reduced to indium metals by NaBH4, and the diffraction
peaks (Fig. 1b) were indexed as a tetragonal phase (JCPDS #05-0642).
By-products were not significantly observed. The indium samples
were composed of a mixture of nanowires and irregular particles as
demonstrated in the SEMdata of Fig. 2a, The size of these particles was
up 500 nm, which was larger than the indium metals that were
prepared by Chou et al. using a protecting agent, poly(vinyl
pyrrolidone) [17]. On the contrary, in the IPA solution, the yellowish
amorphous precipitates corresponded to In2O3·xH2O (x~3), which
was confirmed by EDS: 24.93% indium, and 75.07% oxygen (Fig. 1a). In
the IPA solution, the indium ions were not sufficiently reduced even
Fig. 1. XRD patterns for the indium sample in (a) IPA and (b) TEG, and the copper
sample in (c) IPA and (d) TEG. The asterisk (*) signifies Cu2O.
when InCl3 was added to an excess amount of the NaBH4 solution.
Indiummetals were conditionally obtained when the NaBH4 powders
were directly added to the InCl3/IPA solution because of the fast
alcoholysis of NaBH4 in IPA [17].

On the other hand, the metallic copper nanoparticles were
obtained in both the IPA and TEG solutions (Fig. 1c and d) presumably
because copper has a high redox potential (EoCu2+/Cu=0.3402 eV vs
SHE). The particle size of both of the copper samples was close to
50 nm, and these particles were monodispersed, as shown in Fig. 2.
The Cu2O phase was indexed to the XRD peak at 2θ of around 36°
(Fig. 1c and d). This peak was also observed in the XRD patterns after
Fig. 3. XRD patterns for the copper–indium bimetallic nanoparticles in the IPA solution
with different dropping rates: (a) 0.2 ml/min, (b) 0.6 ml/min, and (c) 1.2 ml/min.
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the heat treatment at 500 °C for 20 min under an Ar atmosphere (not
shown) probably because of the surface oxidation during the washing
step with deionized water or a degree of insufficient reduction of the
Cu2+ ion as a result of the low pH conditions of the solution [13,20].
The EDS microanalysis of the as-prepared copper nanoparticles
indicated a composition of 75% copper and 24% oxygen.

Considering the standard reduction potentials in an aqueous
solution [21,22], NaBH4 can be used to reduce the indium and copper
ions to metals (Eq. 2). However, in alcoholic solvents, NaBH4 generally
undergoes an alcoholysis reaction to form alkoxy borane, which
causes borohydride to gradually lose its reducing power (Eq. 1). The
alcoholysis reaction is kinetically controlled in different solvents
[23,24]. For example, in the present case, the alcoholysis of NaBH4

with IPA was faster than the reduction of the indium cations.
Fig. 4. SEM images for the copper–indium bimetallic nanoparticles in the IPA solution
with different dropping rates: (a) 0.2 ml/min, (b) 0.6 ml/min, and (c) 1.2 ml/min.
Amorphous In(OH)3 or In2O3·xH2O was synthesized through the
borohydride reduction in the IPA solution. For TEG, NaBH4 slowly
underwent the alcoholysis reaction, because of the long hydrocarbon
chain, and the reactivity was long enough to reduce the indium ions.
In the present study, a precipitate was not obtained from the CuCl2
and InCl3 solutions after the NaBH4/TEG solution was aged for one
week and 6 h, respectively.

NaBH4 þ 3HOR→Na
þ½HBðORÞ3�� þ 3H2ðgÞðalcoholysisÞ ð1Þ

8M
nþ þ nd BH

�
4 þ 3nd HOR→8MðsÞ þ nd BðORÞ3 þ 7nd H

þðM
¼ Cu; InÞðreductionÞ ð2Þ

Interestingly, the Cu–In nanoparticles were synthesized in both
IPA and TEG. Figs. 3 and 4 show the XRD patterns and the SEM data of
the Cu–In nanoparticles that were prepared at different dropping
rates of Cu/In/IPA to NaBH4/IPA. The XRD analyses revealed the
presence of twomain phases, corresponding to the η (Cu2In) and CuIn
phases. The diffraction peaks corresponding to the bulk crystal
structure were indexed to (101), and (102)/(110) for Cu2In (JCPDS
42-1475), and (200), (102), (−134), and (−365)/(−195) for CuIn
(JCPDS 35-1150) [5,9]. According to the Cu−In equilibrium phase
diagram, the Cu2In phase is stable from room temperature up to
~680 °C [10,25]. The Cu−In phase did not appear in the phase
diagram but was identified and experimentally confirmed in several
previous investigations [7–9].

In the IPA solution, the reduction kinetics influenced the size and
the composition of the Cu−In bimetallic nanoparticles. Larger
particles and the preferential growth of the CuIn phase from Cu2In
were observed at higher dropping rates of the CuCl2/InCl3/IPA
solution. Monodispersed particles of the CuIn phase were not
obtained even at higher rates of addition over 1.2 ml/min. The
particle sizes of the bimetallic phase in the IPA system were
approximately 10–20, 55–80, and 75–110 nm at dropping rates of
0.3, 0.6, and 1.2 ml/min, respectively.

Surprisingly, in the IPA solvent, the mixing method was very
critical. When NaBH4/IPA was added to the CuCl2/InCl3/IPA solution,
the Cu–In alloy did not form. On the other hand, the Cu–In compounds
were synthesized when Cu/In/IPA was added to NaBH4/IPA with
enough NaBH4. The experimental conditions were limited to the
synthesis of the alloy. Indium metals were not obtained through the
single metal reduction of indium, in Fig. 1.

In the TEG solution, the Cu–In compounds were obtained using
both mixing methods, NaBH4/TEG to Cu/In/TEG and Cu/In/TEG to
Fig. 5. XRD patterns for the copper–indium bimetallic nanoparticles in the TEG: (a) the
addition of NaBH4/TEG to CuCl2/InCl3/TEG and (b) the addition of CuCl2/InCl3/TEG to
NaBH4/TEG.
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Fig. 6. SEM images for the copper–indium bimetallic nanoparticles in TEG: (a) the
addition of NaBH4/TEG to CuCl2/InCl3/TEG and (b) the addition of CuCl2/InCl3/TEG to
NaBH4/TEG.

Table 1
EDS analysis of the Cu–In compounds.

Solvent Mixing method Dropping rate
(ml/min)

EDS (At%) Ratio of
Cu/In

Cu In

IPA Cu2+/In3+ to BH4
− 0.3 59.4 40.6 1.48

0.6 59.7 40.3 1.48
1.2 57.3 42.7 1.34

TEG BH4
− to Cu2+/In3+ 0.3 49.4 50.6 0.98

1.2 48.7 51.3 0.95
Cu2+/In3+ to BH4

− 0.3 48.3 51.7 0.93
1.2 48.8 51.2 0.95
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NaBH4/TEG. Unlike the IPA case, the kinetic control did not influence
the size and the composition of the Cu–In nanoparticles in TEG. For
example, the XRD patterns in Fig. 5 showed that the Cu2In and CuIn
phase peaks exhibited similar intensities, whereas the CuIn com-
pound was obtained as a prominent product, irrespective of the
dropping rate, when the reducing agent was abundant. A difference in
the morphology was also observed for the different mixing methods.
A mixture of the small (~30 nm) and large (~200 nm) particles was
Fig. 7. (a) HRTEM image and (b), (c) elemental maps for copper–indium b
formed by dropping borohydride into the metal solution (Fig. 6a),
whereas roughlymonodispersed particles with a size of about 100 nm
were formed when dropping the metal precursor into the reducing
agent solution (Fig. 6b). For further observation, the Fig. 6a sample
was characterized by high resolution transmission electron micros-
copy (HR-TEM). The HR-TEM image in Fig. 7a indicated that the
particle sizes are about 20–100 nm. Fig. 7b and c shows the elemental
maps for In and Cu, respectively. This homogeneous distribution of In
and Cu indicated that the bimetallic nanoparticles adopt Cu–In alloy
structure.

TEG was the preferred reaction media for the preparation of the
intermetallic Cu–In compounds in order to control the chemical
compositions. The EDS analyses in Table 1 showed that the Cu/In ratio
of the intermetallic particles that was obtained in TEG was between
0.9 and 1.0, whereas the Cu/In ratio in IPAwas larger than 1.0. The rate
of indium nucleation is significantly slower in IPA than in TEG, as
shown from the Fig. 1 results of just InCl3 in IPA. Therefore, a Cu-rich
phase would be expected to form. After the selenization, these Cu-rich
particles were transformed into the CuInSe2 and CuSe or Cu2Se phases
as by-products, which could reduce the cell performance in
photovoltaic applications [11]. NaBH4/TEG is a better combination
because of its stronger reducing power than NaBH4/IPA.

The thin film fabrication of the Cu–In bimetallic particles was
performed for the paste-coating photovoltaic application. Fig. 8 shows
the powder XRD patterns of the prepared CuInSe2 after the thermal
treatments of the sample shown in Fig. 6a under Ar and selenium
atmospheres. After the thermal treatment at 550 °C, the Cu2In and
CuIn phases of the Cu–In bimetallic layer changed to Cu2In, Cu11In9, In,
and In2O3 under an Ar atmosphere, and the CuInSe2 chalcopyrite
phase under an Se atmosphere. The refined lattice constants of the
prepared CuInSe2 were a=5.781(3) Å and c=11.618 (3) Å, which
imetallic nanoparticles by addition of NaBH4/TEG to CuCl2/InCl3/TEG.
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Fig. 8. XRD patterns for the (a) annealed and selenized Cu–In precursor films at 550 °C
for 60 min under ambient Ar. The asterisk (*) denotes the CuIn3Se5 phase.
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were in good agreement with the reported data (a=5.782(3) Å,
c=11.619(3) Å) [26]. The prepared film also contained a very small
amount of the CuIn3Se5 phase, which is often observed at the surfaces
of the absorber layer of high-efficiency CIS devices [1].

From the SEM image in Fig. 9, this CuInSe2 film had large, densely
packed crystals with a grain size of 1–3 μmas the top layer and a small
grained under layer. The thickness of the film was about 3.4 μm, and
the EDS analysis showed that the film had a composition of Cu: 23.6%,
In: 24.4%, and Se: 52.0%.
Fig. 9. (a) Top-view and (b) cross-section of the SEM images for the selenized Cu–In
precursor film.
4. Conclusion

In this study, the Cu–In bimetallic nanoparticles were synthesized
through the borohydride reduction in IPA and TEG at room
temperature under an ambient atmosphere. The TEG conditions
produced more stable Cu–In nanoparticles and a reproducible Cu/In
ratio, whereas nanoparticles with a controllable sizewere produced in
IPA through simple kinetic control without surfactants. The alcoho-
lysis of sodium borohydride in different alcohols was investigated
using the copper and indium single metal reduction. After the thermal
processing for the Cu–In nanoparticle films, the Cu2In and CuIn phases
changed to Cu2In, Cu11In9 and In under Ar gas and CuInSe2 under a Se
atmosphere. This study suggested that the solution-based Cu–In
nanoparticles were produced through a low-cost and convenient
process that could be used to prepare the sputtering materials and
pastes for photovoltaic applications.
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